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Dear Colleagues,
Technological progress is constantly influencing facets of our society and especially our industry,
which is a technological intensive one. General aviation is also subjected to such changes and
therefore we have to look into any challenges associated with such changes. For us, this is certainly an
exciting process since it offers a range of new possibilities and simultaneous access to a range of
products, making our life –and our flights– a lot easier. But every change is capable of introducing a
number of new risks to our environment, or can potentially release a number of latent risks already
present. Our function in proactive safety management is to examine those risks and decide whether
hazards are present and whether mitigation actions are required.
Mesogeion Aeroclub is an organization specialised in training provision and as such our
operational and training philosophy is tailored to honour the traditional forms of air navigation and its
associated principles, the understanding of which, is part of the core skills of every aviator. The
current European syllabus for flight training does not cover in detail new forms of navigation, such as
the use of PED devices and therefore the time we can spend during training discussing about such
topics is limited. Such devices can certainly be implemented in our operational environment but we
are of the opinion that they should be used more as an aid to our planed navigation and less as a
basic navigation device. We strongly believe that our task as pilots is to fly the plane and not to fly a
PED device.
This short publication aims at presenting safety material relevant to the use of such devices with
a commentary which we consider to be an amalgamation of best practices. With respect to our own
safety management system, we are making an effort to analyse and understand potential risks
associated with the use of such devices. Occurrences related to PED use should be reported even
though PEDs are not part of the standard aircraft configuration. Such reports will enable us to collect
useful data for safety assessments, which will hopefully enable us to revise some of our practices to
improve safety further.

Safe Landings,
Iason RIGAS
Safety Manager
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PED Classification
PEDs are any kind of electronic device, typically but not limited to consumer electronics, brought
on board the aircraft by crew members, passengers, or as part of the cargo and that are not included
in the approved aircraft configuration. All equipment that is able to consume electrical energy falls
under this definition. The electrical energy can be provided from internal sources as batteries
(chargeable or non-rechargeable) or the devices may also be connected to specific aircraft power
sources. PEDs fall into two categories:
(1) Non-intentional transmitters can non-intentionally radiate RF transmissions. This category
includes, but is not limited to, computing equipment, cameras, radio receivers, audio and video
reproducers, electronic games and toys. In addition, portable, non-transmitting devices provided to
assist crew members in their duties are included in this category. The category is identified as PED.
(2) Intentional transmitters: Electronic devices transmitting intentionally on specific frequencies
as part of their normal operation. Additionally such devices might unintentionally transmit on other
frequencies much like non-intentional transmitters. Cell phones, tablets, and laptops are intentional
transmitters. Those devices are usually equipped with a flight mode function. When operated in flight
mode, such devices might still transmit unintentionally.
Based on the distinction above, we can distinguish between two different types of risks. The first
are technical risks related to device operation and potential interference that such devices might
cause. The second are human factors related risks, that is, risks related to our interaction with such
devices. In the following sections we will examine the two types of risk separately with the help of a
number of safety reports.

Regulatory Framework
According to EU regulation 965/2012, the PIC shall not permit on board the aircraft operation of
any electronic device which could adversely affect aircraft systems or equipment 1. Deductively, use of
intentional transmitters (such as cell phones) during flight is not allowed. Such devices can only be
used on flight mode. It is interesting to mention that the FAA has completely forbidden flight crews
the use of electronic devices not related to the conduct of flight. This prohibition came as a result of
a number of incidents and accidents on which the use of devices and their associated distraction was
determined to be the primary contributing factor for the incident/accident.
As there are no special legal provisions for general aviation, the above mentioned paragraph
applied. Looking into the operational context we observe that in GA we use a greater variety of
different hardware devices and their associated software compared than our commercial
counterparts. But naturally, we are less experienced in using such devices as we are not flying on a
daily basis and therefore our limited familiarity with them creates additional complications in
managing the associated risks.

1

NCO.GEN.125
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Technical Risks
Most occurrences in this category concern cases related to RF interference between a device
and the aircraft’s systems. Any of the aircraft’s electronic systems might be affected by such
disturbances. A number of occurrences during the early 90s and the failure of manufacturers to
reproduce such results of interference under lab conditions, led to a mobile phone prohibition and
later on to the introduction of a flight mode function to such devices.
Technical risk occurrences range from simple radio interference to interference with flight
guidance systems capable of causing uncommanded flight attitude changes. Older GA aircraft are
equipped with less sophisticated systems on board and therefore interference to auto-pilot flight
systems is not a possibility. Nevertheless interference with radio and nav equipment on board can be
a more frequent occurrence. This danger is augmented by the lighter electromagnetic shielding of
GA aircraft as well as the proximity of passengers (and therefore their devices) to aircraft systems.
The transmitting power of activated mobile phones during flight is increasing with distance from the
closest GSM antenna. The increased power is translated into a higher chance for stronger
interference with systems. As we operate within an airspace in which we often encounter issues with
communication and radio navigation equipment, flying with mobile phones switched on creates
additional significant risks. To a greater extent the same applies to night flights and IFR flights.
Compared to mobile phones, other devices are less likely to interfere with aircraft systems,
however this is also a realistic possibility. Therefore, we should always be prepared to switch off any
device suspected of such interference. The following excerpt is representative:

ACN# 1098330
I had a new Scosche dual cigarette lighter charger that I purchased from [an aviation supply
retail store] to power both the iPad and the GPS unit. I had used this on the way down with
no issues. But, once airborne, I noticed that the radio noise was not going away. I began to
be concerned that I was having dual radio failure, as this was happening on both of my
radios. I was concerned about having total communication loss. I made a call to Tower and
they read me loud and clear, but I was still having a very difficult time hearing anything. As I
was trouble-shooting this I unplugged the cigarette lighter charger. The noise ceased, and
everything was OK. The charger was emitting frequencies that were reading my radio
unlistenable.
In the example above, the device causing the interference was not a mobile phone but a
non-intentional transmitter, a small and allegedly innocent iPad charger. However, the device proved
to be capable of causing interference to the extent that the pilot considered a com failure scenario.
Devices such as tablets might create an active electromagnetic field even when deactivated and
therefore, they should never be placed close to the compass (despite that being a very convenient
place). The following excerpt is very enlightening:

ACN# 916196
While conducting the STS VOR DME Runway 14 approach, and while executing the published
procedure turn, our ground track crossed over onto the non-protected side2, east of the
final approach course. The cause for the deviation was the result of an object (an iPad)
2

Airspace laterally beyond the protected area, meaning an area with sufficient separation from
obstacles and the terrain .
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being placed on the glare shield which caused the magnetic compass to show an erroneous
indication, and thus our directional gyro was not correctly referenced. While tracking
outbound on the 326 radial, the CDI was centred and we tracked the course properly,
however, once we began the procedure turn and turned left to what we believed to be was
a heading of 281 as published, we were in fact on a heading closer to 300 degrees. We flew
for 1 minute and then turned to the right to join the final approach course. During our turn
back to course, the Centre Controller advised us that we were east of the final approach
course and that we needed to ascend immediately because we were below his MVA 3 for
the area we were in. Being that we were in VMC, I immediately cancelled our IFR, and we
continued VFR into STS to land. After landing we determined that the iPad being placed on
the glare shield was the cause for the disturbance to the magnetic compass. As a further
note, the iPad was not turned on; in fact the battery was fully discharged. The iPad is
getting a lot of praise from the aviation industry, as it is certainly a useful tool for pilots,
however, I would recommend that some literature be published to warn pilots of the
potential danger it could present in the form of interference with other instruments if not
mounted or placed in area known not to cause interference.
In this occurrence, placing an iPad close to the compass resulted in the flight crew flying for a
significant amount of time on a wrong heading and subsequently ending up below minimum heights
and laterally offset. Remarkably, the device was even switched off.
The excerpts above suggest that technical risks are a real and not a theoretical danger and that
those dangers might not be simply mitigated by switching the device off. Additionally, any device
might interfere with aircraft systems even if it is not a transceiver (e.g. lighter). Positioning of
devices is an important consideration which will be discussed in the following sections.

Human factor risks in PED use
Using any device during flight comes with a number of risks which we have to consider and
manage. We can classify such risks according to the following categories:









PED type and transmission characteristics
Purpose of PED use
PED cockpit position
Pilots proficiency on PED use
Software and database updates
Software failures
Hardware failures
Database inconsistencies

The purpose of PED use should be clear and straightforward to every pilot. The only acceptable
device is a device on flight mode to be used in conjunction with other material to assist the pilot in
planning and navigating. Use of mobile phones for calling, texting, internet services, social media
and associated purposes is dangerous and considered to be unacceptable behaviour. We should
never forget that besides the responsibility for the safety of the aircraft and our passengers, we are

3

Minimum Vectoring Altitude, the fight crew found itself below the established minimum flight
altitude for the specific area.
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responsible for the safe conduct of our flight taking into account other airspace users as well as
persons and properties on the ground.

PED positioning and consequences
Airliners have dedicated positions for mounting and stowing PEDs. Unfortunately, in GA aircraft
we usually have no such dedicated positions and our space on the cockpit is generally limited.
Airlines follow strict standardisation practices for their devices whereas we are free to choose our
hardware and software configuration for our PED. The most common PED mounting positions create
a number of potential risks, risks which might significantly outweigh the benefits of using the device.
Clearly, the safest place to mount a PED is to integrate it in the cockpit panel. In our case this is not
possible, therefore we have to look into alternative options.

Figure 1 Mounting the PED on the windshield

Mounting the device on the windshield seems like a feasible and familiar solution since this is
the most common mounting point we use in our cars. In a plane this mounting point is much more
dangerous. In a car, it will certainly obstruct part of our view but nevertheless you can still see the
preceding car as well as pedestrians on the sidewalks.
In the plane, the situation is significantly different as opposite traffic might pop up at any
moment behind the device. If you find yourself on a collision course with such traffic the other
plane will remain stationary on the windshield, and –murphy’s law– it will be exactly behind the
PED and therefore invisible to you. You might therefore never spot the traffic.
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Figure 2 Mounting the PED on the left side of the panel

The device shown above is mounted on the left side of the windshield and thus it does not
obstruct view to the aircraft’s instruments. At first sight it looks like a good compromise but it still
obstructs part of the view outside, creating a collision risk with opposite and converging traffic. On
the ground, there is also a collision risk with other aircraft or vehicles. Additionally, during flare it
blocks part of our peripheral vision and therefore our perception of essential ground reference
clues making our landing potentially more difficult.
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Figure 3 Mounting a PED on the yoke

Mounting a device on the yoke hides some of the essential instruments while it might also
block full and free movement of the control column. The last factor is very important at critical
phases like landing where greater deflections of the control column might be required. Additionally,
on the example above we can observe a number of devices being used which certainly increase the
risk of distraction.

Figure 4 mounting a device on a kneeboard position

The safest mounting solution in GA aircraft (besides integrating the device on the panel) is to
mount the device on a kneeboard position. This mounting position offers the best balance between
advantages and disadvantages. Obviously our success will also depend on the device’s dimensions,
anthropometric factors (such as the pilot’s height) and ergonomic factors. Devices should be
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mounted in a way that full and free movement of the control column and rudder is not affected
whereas ensuring that the device will not slide off. The only negative aspect of this mounting point is
that the pilot has to work head down with the device for a few seconds now and then, like he/she
would have done if he/she would have worked with an actual kneeboard.
In combination with the position chosen, there are additional risks such as a potential device’s
detachment during flight (which might be critical in some phases of flight) as well as consequences of
the device’s position and its associated cabling in case of an emergency (evacuation etc.). Another
important consideration is the device’s readability considering sun reflections and the device’s
brightness. Following research in international aviation safety databases regarding occurrences in
airliners concerning PED devices, the following contributing primary factors were found:








Poor view of EFB/PED (2)
Poor view of instruments or out the window (1)
Pilot inadvertently disengaged autopilot by activating a control with an EFB tablet that was
resting on the yoke (1)
Controls were restricted due to the placement of the EFB bracket (1)
Unsecured EFB /PED (3)
iPad mount separated from window (1)
Unsecured EFB slid off the pilot’s knee during takeoff, contributing to a heading deviation (1)

Proficiency in PED use
Proficiency in PED use, meaning knowledge of the device’s operation as well as an
understanding of the devices limitations, is an absolute necessity. Any doubt about the operation of
our device during flight might distract us from our flying duties and prove to be dangerous. We should
always be well prepared before our flight as the aircraft is not the right place to read manuals or gain
familiarity with our device through trial and error. It is equally irresponsible not to read the device’s
operating manual and its associated software use manual expecting that colleagues will do a quick
demo for us. Absolute mastery of the device’s operation is essential to avoid navigational errors and
minimise heads down time which has been identified as a contributing factor in a number of
occurrences:



Pilots experienced excessive head-down time due to EFB use (10 reports)
Pilot lost position awareness due to being head-down with an iPad (2 reports)

Correspondingly we have to be very careful with our inputs to PED devices as additional errors
can be a result of such mistakes:




Erroneous inputs (8 reports)
Missing inputs (2 reports)
Failure to verify current entries, default values or values from previous flight (2 reports)

The most important factor however is the way by which we integrate device use into our
navigational practices. On an airline environment such devices assist the crew be substituting
traditional paper charts or as a toolkit for important performance calculations. On our simplified
environment there is a tendency to use PED devices as a main navigational reference. Obviously it is
up to the pilot to decide how to integrate such devices into his flying processes, but many aviators are
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lured by the ease of using a PED the wrong way. Often, this results to pilots simply following the
plotted desired track and ending up with several deviations to the left or the right of the track rather
than flying a constant track. The following excerpt taken from our organisation's SMS illustrates this
issue:

Excerpt from our safety management system
The PIC planned and executed the flight using mostly his tablet which was mounted on the
windshield. Every now and then he was checking his position on the moving map trying to
align the plane symbol with the plotted track. However every time he was checking his
tablet the plane was rolling to the left and subsequently the heading and occasionally the
attitude was changing. The pilot then performed several corrections to bring the aircraft to
straight and level flight and on the gps indicated track. He was convinced that the reason for
his deviations was a change in wind direction and wind velocity as well as updraft and
downdraft currents. As he was convinced that there is a crosswind from the right he was
correcting his track to the right and subsequently this led him to be offset on the right.
Remarkably on the legs where he didn’t use his tablet his navigation was very good.
This is a typical example of misuse. The PIC is distracted and as a result, his flight path is affected.
Initially, he doesn’t realise the change in flight parameters as he is busy with the device. When he
later realises that his flight path was changed, he finds it difficult to understand what happened as he
was not really paying attention. As a result, he is convinced that the change in flight parameters was
due to external factors such as wind changes or turbulence. Convinced that such changes where due
to a right crosswind he was correcting his track to the right. The end result is an unstable flight path
with fluctuations in track, heading and altitude, while at the same time the pilot experiences an
increase in workload.
The aim of the pilot was to use the device to assist his navigation. Exactly the opposite happened
though, solely because he decided to use the device as a primary navigational instrument and at
times also as a flight instrument. Flying and navigation techniques remain the same irrespective of
the devices or instruments we elect to use. Such techniques consist of selecting an appropriate
reference point on the horizon and then selecting the attitude which will result in a straight and level
flight to that point. During our navigation it is crucial to first look outside for the appropriate visual
references and to establish a correct attitude and then checking any instruments to verify that the
desired flight parameters are achieved. It is only during that second stage where we should
integrate any devices we use for our navigation.
Our overall flying should be proactive and never reactive, we should not find ourselves reacting
to changes in flight parameters and overcorrecting our flight path. Effectively, we should be flying
the plane and not let being flown by the plane. When using PEDs, we should keep in mind that we
observe a 2D picture which suffers from a small time delay and thus it is not a real time situational
display of the progress of our flight. The most reliable reference for our flying remains our visual
references and our instrumentation.
Proactive flying ensures that we are always in command of the plane and we are not merely
tablet operators!
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Software and hardware failures
The number of reports concerning software failures (78 reports) is double the number of reports
concerning hardware failures (39 reports). The following list shows some of the most common
software failure factors indicated on such reports:











Scrolling/zooming concern (36)
Presentation inconsistent with paper (11)
Incorrect information (12)
Out-of-date chart (5)
Difficulty retrieving electronic charts (3)
Difficulty locating information (3)
Course line covered up airspace information (2)
Chart application did not update TFRs properly (1)
iPad chart application would not initialize properly (1)
Charts missing from iPad (1)

Most software issues occur on seemingly trivial functions but they can have a profound effect as
the following excerpt indicates:

(ACN# 916015)
During the trip I primarily referenced my iPad's moving map software to provide sufficient
clearance from the boundaries of a nearby Class C airspace and CNO's Class D airspace.
When passing just a bit north of AJO airport, I decided to change the map's scale for a closer
look at CNO's Class D boundary. On the slightly larger map scale that I had been using, the
moving 's airplane icon was positioned outside the boundary of CNO's Class D airspace and
the iPad's GPS accuracy meter showed five meters. This seemed to comport with the
horizontal displacement from AJO airport that I viewed outside the cockpit window. The
moment I reduced the map's scale, however, the airplane icon was displaced slightly inside
the boundary of CNO's Class D airspace. Since CNO's Class D airspace extends to 2,700 FT
MSL, this put me 300 FT below the top of this airspace. When I further reduced the moving
map's scale, the airplane icon was further displaced inside Class D airspace. It was clear that
the position of the moving map's airplane icon shifted noticeably (perhaps by two miles)
with variable scale settings… Upon returning home later that evening, I examined my route
east and north on the iPad's moving map software. On the medium range scale, my route
appears to have taken me clear of Class C airspace and CNO's Class D airspace. Upon
reducing the scale, it shows that I might have clipped corners on both of these airspace
structures… it's clear that scaling the moving map changes the geographical position of the
airplane displayed on the moving map, despite the GPS engine providing accuracy within
+/- five meters.

Such a situation can be very confusing for any pilot because we are used to trust our instruments
and we consider PEDs to be very reliable. However, despite the reliability of the GPS receiver, a
software bug led to the plane symbol appearing 2 miles offset. In such cases, the pilot should
additionally consult other sources for navigation and if necessary should revert to them.
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Hardware failures are easier to detect but might be challenging if they occur during a difficult
flight phase and if we have been using a device as our sole reference. Some of the most common
hardware failure factors indicated on such reports have been:









Inoperable or partially operable EFB/PED ( (10)
Screen froze/went back (7)
Unexpected shutdown (4)
Automatically erased data (3)
Battery failed (3)
iPad overheated (2)
EFB/PED smoke/fire (4)
iPad GPS failed (3)

Some failures are easier to be dealt with than others. A display freezing during flight is annoying
but certainly less dangerous than a PED on fire. These are not frequent occurrences but their
possibility should never be ruled out. Let’s have a look at the following occurrence:

ACN# 1084179
Both EFB's locked up while in precipitation static while descending in clouds on [RNAV
arrival], Copilot was flying. We were deviating for rain showers when both EFB's froze.
Displays still worked, but no inputs on screens worked. Got out of seat to get paper backup
charts stored in galley area. Bad time for major distraction
The crew had two EFB-Electronic flight bag devices on board and both of them froze during
approach. The pilot monitoring had to stand up and go to the galley area to find the appropriate
charts and this was highly distracting during a critical flight phase. Hardware failures are a possibility
and we should be prepared to deal with them. If we use the device as our only navigational
instrument and the device fails then we have a real problem to solve. On the contrary, if our PED has
played an auxiliary role then we can simply revert to traditional navigation techniques by checking our
position and following our pre-planned navigation log. We should never find ourselves into a
situation where a device is the only navigational means we are employing. Let’s work through a
hypothetical scenario:

Example report:
I took off from Tatoi my destination was Lesbos. For the planning and execution of the flight I
always use my tablet. It is very convenient because I have everything required for my flight
in one place and it is a very powerful tool able to make a number of complex calculations.
Its portability enables you to plan your flight on the go. During flight and approximately half
way through our sea crossing and while experiencing low visibility due to haze the tablet shut
down unexpectedly although it was fully charged before the flight. I tried to switch it on
again but without success. I always carry with me nav-related material such as maps and
spare navlogs on the back seat. My passenger assisted me in finding them and I managed to
locate the VOR frequencies needed to determine my position. I also found my tablet charger.
Apparently I couldn’t get a signal from the first VOR I used and at the same time my tablet
remained switched off despite I had been charging it. Finally I used a third VOR to determine
my position and I was successful. However I realised that by that time I was flying a
Northerly heading and I was significantly off my planned track. I continued to my
destination using conventional navigational.
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In this hypothetical scenario, we observe pilot’s distraction leading to a significant track
deviation. This scenario could be a simple and realistic true scenario as it makes a limited number of
assumptions. The pilot has demonstrated basic airmanship by taking on board nav material maps etc.
However, as he has been carrying a passenger on the front seat he has placed all nav material on the
rear seat. We could perhaps make a number of additional assumptions such as that the map might
not be properly folded to indicate the area of concern and that as result the pilot might have to
unfold the map inside the cockpit. Maybe he had not planned his flight with a nav log properly and
thus he has to use a plain A4 paper for his navigation. Any pilot will most likely manage to carry out
the flight in a safe manner under those conditions. However we don’t need to possess a very vivid
imagination to think of alternative scenarios involving different assumptions such as:




The pilot finding himself in IMC and at an unusual attitude due to low visibility and extensive
head down time.
Encountering the same issues at low visibility and mountainous terrain while flying over
continental Greece.
The case that there would be no navaid coverage in the area therefore making it extremely
hard for him to determine his position.

On the other side we can imagine that things would have been much easier if:




He would have planned his flight based on a nav log which he would have immediate
available on his kneeboard.
He would have been noting down his position at regular intervals
He would have already dialled in the frequencies of the most relevant VORs during flight

The lesson learned remains the same. No tool substitutes a good flight planning. Nowadays, we
can use PED devices to assist us and therefore the risk of complacency is greater than ever. It is very
easy to get on the plane saying to our colleague “common let's go, I have everything on the tablet”,
but it might prove very difficult to properly respond to a situation where our tablet shuts down
unexpectedly and we don’t have a proper plan for the continuation of our flight.

Software and database updates
A great variety of devices and software is used in general aviation aircraft. Most software
providers try hard to maintain their nav databases current, but in today’s environment this is a
herculean task. For airlines things are much easier as nav databases used by flight guidance systems
contain a basic set of ARINC information (containing navaids, designated points, runways, airways etc.)
without attempting to display a full representation of the airspace environment. In general aviation
there is strong competition for a fancy and detailed display of the airspace with all details in it. This is
because the philosophy of such software is to present to the pilot a picture of the airspace for him
to decide how he/she wants to move within it. So, in this case we have to examine issues of software,
readability and data presentation.
In the process of maintaining their database, software companies crosscheck their database
contents against databases of other providers. The reliability of data depends on the type of data in
dataset. For instance, the reliability of designated points is high as they are used daily by thousand
commercial flights and therefore errors can be spotted and corrected. The reliability however of
features of small non-commercial airports is lower as the number of users is smaller and the use type
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is very much different. In general we can say that the reliability of an aeronautical database depends
on:






The workflow by which national publications are produced (e.g. typed publications vs.
database derived publications)
The data digitalisation methodology (electronic exchange, single vs. double entry systems
etc.)
Quality control systems (ISO etc.)
The methods by which data is crosschecked against other databases or sources
The number of data recipients and their operational needs (a database used mostly by
general aviation users will probably be less reliable than a database used by airlines)

Errors in databases can exist due to wrong entries, mistakes in national publications or
inappropriate data maintenance. The next example shows a danger area (outside Greece) of 30nm x
60nm established in the '70s to facilitate military operations and it was published in the national AIP
until 2007. The area was withdrawn from the corresponding publication in 2007 but the
administrators of a well-known database missed that fact only to recognise it in 2016. Subsequent
investigation showed that the area remained in most of the aeronautical databases, but local users
where aware that the area does no longer exist.

Consequently the final user cannot possibly know the degree of reliability of the database one
is using and one can only have good faith in that it is up to date but should not blindly trust it.
Most general aviation software developers cannot guarantee the reliability of their software
databases to the extent that airline associated data houses can. We should always crosscheck the
accuracy of the displayed information through other means and we should always update our
software and its associated databases to make sure we fly with the latest info available.
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An additional consideration is the difference between static data (such as AIP publications) and
dynamic data (such as NOTAMs). Elements of AIP publications on which nav databases are based
might be changed anytime through NOTAMs in the middle of an AIRAC cycle. That simply means that
our fancy moving map display is not updated by the content of NOTAMs although NOTAMs might
affect important aeronautical features. You should therefore always check the NOTAMs before every
flight and consider that changes promulgated by NOTAM might not be displayed.

Conclusion
In this short publication we looked into a number of issues related to the use of PEDs on board
aircraft. Our purpose was not to publish a set of guidelines on how to use such devices as we think
that this is up to the users to decide. Our purpose was more to discuss potential risks and dangers
through bibliographical research, our operational experience and reports in our safety management
system. We hope that all stakeholders will be in a position to form based on that material an opinion
on the sound use of those devices and that such safe practices will improve the level of safety.
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For any feedback or ideas please address the safety
manager: sm@mesogeion-aeroclub.gr
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